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Full race report for our final championship round
We catch up with Andrew Cain
We look at gear changes in this month’s Tech Talk
Prepping your kart for the off-season

October is here which means that the 2021 Queensland Superkart Championship has been run and won, see
below for the full Round 5 race report written by Marilyn Weier. The Gala night is fast approaching on the 30th
of October at the Geebung RSL remember to let us know if you’re attending. I’ve seen the trophies prepared by
Actions Sports Photography Australia and they are awesome!
To round out the year we are heading up to Morgan Park for the Pacific Superkart Challenge on the 21st and
22nd of November. They’ve resurfaced Gumtree and T-Junction from what I’ve seen which is great news!

Our Technical feature this month looks at optimising you gear shift point, big thanks to Tim Weier for putting this
together. If there’s any aspect of karts or technical features, you’d like to see drop us a line at
qldsuperkart01@gmail.com
Our newest member Andrew Cain burst onto the scene at Round 5 in Rotax Heavy we catch up with him in our
driver profile section. Fantastic meeting Andrew and catching up on his pre-Superkart exploits.
With 2021 drawing a close so does my time as the President of the Queensland Superkart Club only a few short
months before the AGM in 2022 where it will be time for someone new to take over the reigns and take the club
onto bigger and better things. The past 6 years have been a rollercoaster and I have learnt a lot of new skills and
developed existing skills further during my time as Secretary (2016/17) and then President (2018-Present). That
doesn’t mean I’ll be disappearing just stepping back to focus on other things in life atm and just enjoy the racing.

Regards President
Timothy Weier

Round 5 Lakeside Park 19th September 2021
Written by Marilyn Weier. Photos; Action Sports Photography Australia

Qualifying
It was another beautiful Queensland day as the Karts
went out to qualify for the last Round of the year. #133
Brock Nicholas was the only 250cc Twin entered. He had
come out to the Saturday practice but was having miss
firing issues at high RPM. Bernard Weier lent him their
spare spark plug on Sunday and it ran fine for qualifying
putting him 4th on the grid. Ewan Burg came out to the
Saturday's practice to acquaint himself with the Lakeside
track but has opted to leave the racing there till next
year. #89 Tim Weier in his 250cc National was in
marshalling for qualifying but discovered he had no free
play in his clutch which would have resulted in a slipping clutch and despite a quick dash by Bernard back to the
pits for the right tools to adjust it, several karts had to find their way around him before he was ready to head
out. Once on the track his engine started missing but he was able to get one good lap in enough to qualify
second behind Russell with a 57.3.
Russell Jamieson #86 left his 250cc Twin at home and came
out in his 125cc kart with a newly designed pipe and ignition
timing setup and set the fastest time in qualifying of
0:57.2724 seconds. Qualifying was cut short after only 5 laps
when #98 Paul Davis spun at the top of Eastern Loop and #66
Amber Bothamley spun off heading into Eastern Loop on the
same lap. #8 Todd Bothamley also ended up facing the wrong
way at the entry to Eastern Loop. #46 Doug Amiss nearly
missed qualifying when the negative clip on the battery broke.
A quick run back to the pits to crimp a new terminal and he
went out and was able to get one hot lap that put him 3rd on the grid ahead of Greg Hack (5th) on the grid before
qualifying was stopped. Doug also had issues come out for Saturday’s practice with a water pump failure and a
fatigue crack appear around his EGT Sensor in his pipe which failed in the third practice session. He replaced his
water pump and a quick trip to Taylor Bertram and the pipe was good as new!
At Saturdays Practice Day, #32 Greg Hack found his Kart wouldn't run right or idle and he was chewing through
Reeds. When the problem persisted in qualifying, he changed to standard Honda ones. Todd Bothamley qualified
with a 1:01.5 to be 6th on the grid ahead of Liam Hoy (8th) who stayed on the track despite losing his brakes and
his starting pressures being a bit low. Before spinning off at Eastern Loop Paul Davis (9th) set the next best time in
the 125cc ahead to Kyle Schroeder (14th). Kyle was another karter who came out for Saturday’s practice. He spun
under the Old Dunlop Bridge on his 2nd lap out, backing it straight into the wall. Bernard Weier and Steve

Murray spent the next couple of hours disassembling, straightening, and then reassembling the rear end and he
was able to get back on the track.
However, the floor was dragging so more adjustments were made before he was able to put in some good laps.
On his first lap out in qualifying, the kart appeared to lose power, Kyle came back into the pits but as he did it
picked up again and he went out and was able to do one quick lap before qualifying was stopped. #33 David
Dyson was testing the new Hosier 5-inch tyres on his NGB heavy and set the fastest time in this class (10th) ahead
of our new NGB driver, #72 Andrew Cain (11th). Andrew raced with the Warwick Sprint Club in 1987 and raced
with them for quite a few years before taking a break. He started back in 2019 and then found our club on
Facebook, came out to QR to watch us racing and decided he liked what he saw and has joined our NGB Heavy
Class. Not surprisingly #16 Peter Nuske was the fastest in the NGB Light (7th) ahead of Paul Buckley (12th) and
Amber Bothamley (13th). Missing from the grid was another new member. Kane Ottway and his Dad Glenn had
raced Sprint karts but have swapped them for a 250cc National Kart with Kane being the driver. Kane had a good
day at the Saturday’s practice sorting a few issues and getting some faster laps in as the day went but was unable
to get it to run smoothly in the pits before qualifying. Unfortunately, it turned out he had a broken earth wire
which may or may not have caused the ignition box to fail. Not having a spare he was out for the day.

250cc Internationals and National
Race 1 Tim Weier "borrowed" back the new
spark plug he had lent Brock Nicholas, giving
him a choice of two older ones he had. This
seemed to work for both with Tim's miss
disappearing and Brock's not coming back.
However, Tim had too much speed for Brock
and just cleared out to circulate around
comfortably to take an easy win. Brock
continued around to also finish 1st in class but
3rd overall after Doug passed him on the 2nd
lap and cleared out. Greg was hot on his tail but
couldn't find a way around him.
Race 2 Brock challenged Tim off the start of the 2nd race with his extra horsepower, but Tim took the lead again
winning the braking duel into carousel and from there circulate around for another easy win. Brock again was in
2nd overall for the first lap but first Russell and then Doug passed him on the 2nd lap. Doug had explained to Greg
how and when to pass Brock, but Brock found some extra horsepower and Greg was stuck behind him again.
Brock won his class again but finished 3rd overall. He feels he is down on power and a rebuild will make a
difference.
Race 3 This looked like it was going to be a rinse and repeat of Race 2 with Tim clearing out for another
comfortable win his consistency and outright pace were superb 5 laps within 0.3 and a best of a 55.3, but Brock
lost power on the first lap and went back to 6th overall and stayed here till the 5th lap when his power came back
on and he was able to first get past Liam and with one lap to go back past Greg to finish 4th overall but first in
Class.

Race 4 On the warmup lap for this race a message
came over the radio that there was a spot fire and to
return to the pit lane. However once back in pit lane
they were told to go straight back out.
After rinse and repeat races all day both Tim and
Brock added a bit of excitement to the last race of the
day with first Brock hitting the kerb on the 1st lap and
spinning at Eastern Loop. He was able to keep going
but dropped back to 7th overall where he mixed it up
with the middle of the field, passing first Paul,
followed by Liam and then Greg by the 3rd lap,
finishing with another class win and 4th overall. Tim, who had again cleared out waited till the 7th lap before
trying a tighter line through Hungry, hit the inside curb and did a complete 360. He was so far out in front of the
rest of the field he wasn't in danger of hitting anyone or being hit and as he spun he went down through the
gears so when he stopped spinning he was in 1st gear and able to keep going and his lap time only around 10
seconds slower than his other laps. He went on to make it a clean sweep both in Class and overall.

125cc National
Race 1 after setting the fastest time in qualifying
Russell Jamieson looked like the hot favourite in the
first race but did a right hook into the escape road and
disappeared into the pits after the first lap when his
accelerator cable came loose from the top of the
carby. He was able to tighten it and made it out in time
to do one lap. Doug Amiss, was feeling a lack of grip
through his rears and it looked like he and Greg were
going to enjoy a good dice, but Doug was able to pass
Brock (250cc Twin) on the 2nd lap. Greg found the
different reeds were working and was itching to
challenge Doug for 1st but couldn't find a way around
Brock and finished in 2nd. Liam Hoy and Todd Bothamley enjoyed a good dice for most of the race till Tod spun
off at the exit of Carousel he regained the track but finished 4th behind Liam (3rd). Kyle Schroeder enjoyed his
race, staying on the track with his engine being reliable and mixing it up with the NGB karts. He finished behind
Peter Nuske but 5th in class. Paul Davis spun off with two laps to go.
Russell came back out for the 2nd race and despite Doug accidentally hitting him in the marshalling area and
breaking his rear wing mount, this didn't have any noticeable effect on his speed and for the rest of the class it
was, man is he quick and which way did he go as once he passed Brock on the 2nd lap, he cleared out setting a
fastest time of less than a second slower than Tim's in his 250cc. Doug also managed to pass Brock on the 2nd lap
but couldn't get near Russell and circulated around in 2nd. Between races Doug had told Greg how and where to

pass Brock but wasn't counting on Brock finding a bit of extra speed in this race and so he had to follow him
around again. Liam and Todd mixed it with Paul (Buckley) in his NGB light for several laps before Todd went off at
Carousel and then came back onto the track finishing in 5th. Liam decided nearly found himself in the gravel at
carousel when his brake pedal went to the floor, he was very lucky not to lose it but stayed on the track and
finished in 4th. Paul (Davis)was doing well until with one lap to go he spun off at Hungry.
Race 3 Russell took up where he left off in the 2nd
race and put a gap on Doug and the rest of the 125cc
karts to take an easy win and 2nd overall with a fast
lap time early in the race of 0.56.0367 seconds. Doug
was still experiencing handling problems and could
only follow him around to take second. Along with
Russell and Doug, Greg was able to get past Brock on
the first lap when he had a loss of power but he
wasn't able to get close to Doug and circulated
around for 3rd however Brock, after his power came
back on, passed Greg back with one lap to go. Liam
and Todd also passed Brock on the first lap. Brock
passed Todd back on the next lap but took another 3 laps before he caught and passed Liam. Liam continued
circulating around to finish 4th overall but Todd went off on lap 6 through Carousel, in his words - trying too hard.
After the 2nd race, Paul found his rose joints were loose and tightened them up. This made a difference and saw
him stay on the black stuff and he finished this race behind Liam. Kyle, while not having the outright speed of the
other 125cc's mixed it up with the NGB karts again and was happy to have another finished race under his belt.
Race 4 Russell had a good start and cleared out from Doug, Liam, Greg and Paul (Davis). On the 7th lap Russell
was able to close on Tim after his spin through Hungry but not enough to get passed but went on to finish
comfortably 2nd overall and 1st in Class. Doug, finished just over half a second behind him but still not having
solved his handling problems hindered any chance he had to challenge for first. Liam and Paul enjoyed close
racing with Paul passing Liam on the 4th lap and stretching his lead to the chequered flag for 3rd place and Liam
in 4th. Greg stopped on the 4th lap and discovered back in the pits he had a broken reed. Todd stopped on the
3rd lap when he accidentally hit his kill switch.

125 NGB Lights NGB Heavy
Race 1 Peter Nuske broke the tow early in the first
race in his NGB Light and cleared out for an easy
win. David Dyson (H) enjoyed some good racing
with our new member Andrew Cain (H) and Kyle in
his 125cc also mixed it up with them till the 3rd lap
when David went off at Eastern Loop trying to put a
pass on around the outside contacting the wall. Rejoining with no apparent damage it wasn’t until he
arrived at carousel that he discovered the throttle

cable had been bent and was stuck wide open! Not a fun thought at 160+ kmh. Thankfully he hit the kill switch
and had a slow spin off into the gravel. This left Andrew to circulate around for 1st in the NGB Heavy class. Paul
Buckley (L) finished behind him but 2nd in class ahead of Amber Bothamely (L). Amber's Dad Jon found the
stoppage at the start of the last race a QR was a fouled spark plug so an easy fix and again Amber showed her
competitive spirit when her laps for the first race were consistently 6 secs faster than her qualifying time. She
chased Paul around finishing just behind him.
Race 2 Peter (L) took up where he left off in the first race to circulate around by himself for another easy win.
David (H), Andrew (H) and Paul (L) were enjoying a good race when David's kart stepped out through Carousel.
Paul went off into the kitty litter avoiding him, but they were both able to re-join the track and finished in that
order, but David picking up a win in the Heavy class and Paul 2nd in the Lights. Andrew was also caught up in this
and was not so lucky and was unable to restart. Amber went off at Carousel at the end of the 2nd lap when in her
words she was trying too hard to stay with the Boys.
Race 3 Peter (L), like the 250cc classes was having a rinse
and repeat kind of day, circulating around by himself for
another easy win. Andrew (H) was coming to grips with his
kart and the track with his times getting that little bit faster
each race. He and David (H) had a good dice for most of
the race with Andrew picking up the win. Amber (L) had a
much better race this time, mixing it up with Paul (L) to
finish in 2nd in her class. Paul who had set personal best
times in his first two races was having issues with his
engine and thought it might be electrical.
Race 4 Peter kept it on the black stuff with no curb hopping induced spins in the last race of the day to circulated
around to take another easy win. Andrew (H) and David (H) came out to play again in this race with David taking
the honours this time and Andrew just behind him as they crossed the line. David wasn't too sure about his new
Hosiers at the start of the day but happier with them by the end of racing. He felt however he needed to work on
setting up his kart to get the best out of them. Amber (L) had another good race to finish in 2nd again ahead of
Paul (L) who was still having issues with his engine. At the end of this race David and Andrew were tied on points
but David took the win for the day when he won the last race.
That’s it for the 2021 Queensland Superkart Season. The trophy night is booked for the 30th of October at the
Geebung RSL. Come along and celebrate the fantastic year that 2021 has been for the club with our biggest influx
of new members in recent history.

Results
250cc International

125cc National

1st Brock Nicholas

1st Doug Amiss
2nd Russell Jamieson
3rd Liam Hoy

250cc National
1st Timothy Weier

125 NGB Heavy

125 NGB Light

1st David Dyson

1st Peter Nuske

2nd Andrew Cain

2nd Paul Buckley
3rd Amber Bothamley

Queensland Superkart Club: How did you get involved in the
club?
I’ll have to take you back a bit. I went to a street race at Beenleigh to
watch sprint karts. After that I was hooked. I started racing in around
1988, and raced until about 2000. Then the usual things such as kids
took over, ha-ha. Come forward to 2019 and I started sprint karts
again but it was not the same so I did some research via the internet
and saw that Superkarts ran at QR, and that I could race my
sprint kart with some small changes.

QSC: What have you enjoyed the most while being part of the
club?
The way everybody is so willing to help. Entering the category for the
first time it was good to see. It really helped me get to know the
track, giving me track knowledge. People like Bob Larance for the
work he did with my kart getting it up to spec.

QSC: What class would you race if you had the option?
Thinking of my first round out in my Rotax superkart, I was
thinking of packing up and going home. I was absolutely shitting
myself. That was the first practise session, but by the end of the
weekend I was like “give me more!” As for racing anything else
I’ll just stick with my Rotax ha-ha!

QSC: What are your future goals?
Stay alive as my doctor says. 16 months ago, I had a very bad fall
at home 4mts on to concrete and broke the body. My doctors
say I should be dead or in a wheel chair so to be doing super
karts is big goal achieved for me.

QSC: What interests do you have outside of Superkarting
Hanging out with my wife (better put that first). Going for rides on my Gold Wing motor bike, F1 GP Bikes, my
son, when he remembers me and is not hanging out with his mates ha.

Optimising Gear Shift Points
Reducing lap times is the aim of the game and one area that time can be found is optimising your gear shift point.
What does optimising your gear shift points really mean? Your engine doesn’t produce the same amount of power
through its whole rev range it will rise to a peak value and then fall away again after that. Like an example shown in
Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 Example of Power/Torque Curve
You might think that when the engine hits peak power is when you want to shift but this would be incorrect. You
need to look at when the forward thrust being generated by the engine crosses over between gear ratios. i.e when
the thrust in 3rd gear is equal to the thrust in 4th gear it’s time to change. Changing gear earlier or later costs you
forward thrust which in turn results in slower lap times. Now that it is clear as mud let’s dive into the more technical
side of things.
To start with you will need the following information:
•
•
•
•

Up to date Dyno Data
Gearbox ratios
Final drive ratio
Tyre diameter

Wheels
Primary Ratio
Front Sprocket
Rear Sprocket

Ratio
Figure 2 Gear ratios

Tread

(cm)

Tyre
Growth
0.05

Final Drive
Ratio

1.08

286

Tyre
Circumference
960.0

DRY
2.85
24
26
28
14
2.000

26
16
1.625

24
18
1.333

23
20
1.150

22
21
1.048

20
21
0.952

Output
Input

Once you have all your ratios and tyre diameter allowing for up to 5% growth at speed you can work out road speed for a given
RPM in any gear see examples below.
Engine Rpm

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

8000
8100

74.62
75.56

91.84
92.99

111.94
113.33

129.78
131.40

142.46
144.24

156.71
158.67

8200
8300

76.49
77.42

94.14
95.29

114.73
116.13

133.02
134.65

146.02
147.81

160.63
162.59

8400

78.35

96.44

117.53

136.27

149.59

164.54

8500
8600

79.29
80.22

97.58
98.73

118.93
120.33

137.89
139.51

151.37
153.15

166.50
168.46

Figure 1 Engine speed vs Road Speed
Figure 4 below shows the road speed in meters/second and the Thrust value in each gear. Thrust (Newtons) = Engine Power
(watts)/Road Speed (meters/second)
DYNO
RPM
kW
(RW)
8000 41.3
8100 41.3
8200 41.4
8300 41.5
8400 41.6
8500 41.6
8600 41.7
8700 41.9
8800 41.9
8900 42.0

1st

2nd

20.73
20.99
21.25
21.51
21.77
22.02
22.28
22.54
22.80
23.06

25.51
25.83
26.15
26.47
26.79
27.11
27.43
27.74
28.06
28.38

SPEED (M/S)
3rd
4th
31.09
31.48
31.87
32.26
32.65
33.04
33.43
33.81
34.20
34.59

36.05
36.50
36.95
37.40
37.85
38.30
38.75
39.20
39.65
40.11

5th

6th

1st

2nd

THRUST (N)
3rd
4th

39.57
40.07
40.56
41.06
41.55
42.05
42.54
43.04
43.53
44.03

43.53
44.07
44.62
45.16
45.71
46.25
46.80
47.34
47.88
48.43

1990
1969
1949
1929
1909
1890
1871
1856
1839
1821

1617
1600
1583
1567
1551
1536
1520
1508
1494
1480

1327
1313
1299
1286
1273
1260
1248
1238
1226
1214

1144
1132
1120
1109
1098
1087
1076
1067
1057
1047

5th

6th

1042
1031
1021
1010
1000
990
980
972
963
954

948
938
928
918
909
900
891
884
876
867

Figure 2 Road Speed vs Thrust

Now that we have this information, we can plot it on a graph see Figure 5 below. This allows us to see the cross over
point in each gear and determines what RPM the shift point should be. And as noted in figure 5 the cross over point
is not the same for every gear. In the lower gears 1-3rd it’s more beneficial to change later vs the higher gears 4-5-6th
where there is a definite cross over point see Figure 6.
We hope you’ve enjoyed this technical article and if you have any questions or would like to know more let us know
at qldsuperkart01@gmail.com

Figure 5 Road Speed vs Thrust in each gear

Figure 6 Close up of gear change points

The last race of the season is run & won. Time to throw the kart in the trailer until next year, right?
Not quite yet. If you want the start to next season to be as trouble free as possible there’s still some work to be done.
Now is the time to go over everything and have it ready for the next race. It might be too late when you get to the track for
the next round to find something needs to be replaced.
In short, it’s not a massive job and might just save you a lot of time and drama.
Here are some basic steps to prepping your kart before parking it for the off-season. You can go as far as stripping every nut
and bolt, but we will just cover the basics here. Checking everything thoroughly now will ensure you identify any issues and
have time to rectify them well be racing starts again.
•
•

Clean and inspect the kart. Clean all the dirt and grease from the kart. Not only does this make it look good, but you
will be better able to see any damage or issues.
Inspect the chassis for cracks. Now is the time to identify any cracks so you have time to make repairs.

•
•
•

Inspect all nuts and bolts to make sure they are tight/secure.
Check joints and bearings for wear.
Clean and inspect chain and sprockets. Adjust chain tension and lubricate.

•
•

Inspect fuel lines and replace if there are any signs of aging/perishing. This may also be a good time to replace the
fuel filter.
Inspect brake system and pad wear.

•
•
•
•

Replace gear oil.
Replace brake fluid and flush lines
Inspect throttle cable and return springs.
Clean the air filter.

•
•

Disconnect battery and put on trickle charge
Drain all fuel. Empty the tank and run the engine to clear lines and carby of fuel. Some people opt to add fuel
stabiliser to the tank and run the engine to draw stabilised fuel through to the engine instead.
Drain radiator and replace with fresh coolant

•

•

Remove power valve, clean, lubricate and replace. Remove spring and tie to valve.

•
•
•

Check and adjust wheel alignment.
Remove wheels and tyres, wrap and store inside. Sit kart on stand or an old set of wheels and tyres.
Give bare metal surface a light spray of WD40 to protect from corrosion.

Having done all this, come time to roll out for next season, it should be just a case of adding fuel, connecting the battery and
a quick once over and you will be good to go knowing that your kart has been properly checked and prepared.

125cc Gearbox kart.

Great Entry level kart see link for full details.

https://www.qldsuperkart.org/classifieds/topkart-tm125cc-gearbox

125cc Gearbox kart

Great Entry level kart see link for full details.

https://www.qldsuperkart.org/classifieds/superkart-125gb-cougar

250 National kart

Great competitive package see link for more details.

https://www.qldsuperkart.org/classifieds/stockmanmr2-250-cc-national

85cc Gearbox karts for sale! See link below for more
details.

https://www.qldsuperkart.org/classifieds/80-ccsuperkarts-sale

1. Who made the number 11 famous in Australian motorsport?
2. Which driver received a 5 minute stop and go penalty at the 2000 Bathurst 1000
3. Which Australian racing driver was signed to Stone brothers racing between 2001 to 2005, and in that
time won the V8 Supercar Championship back to back in 2003 and 2004?
4. Who was the first Grand Prix driver to use a safety belt in 1967?
5. Which three prestigious motor races makes up The Triple Crown of Motorsport? (Hint: two of them are
not Formula One races)

September Pop Quiz Answers
1. In how many Formula One races did Larry Perkins race?
11. After filling in for Chris Amon at the 1974 German Grand Prix and failing to qualify after crashing in
practice, Larry secured a drive for the 1976 season.
During 2 seasons in F1, he drove in 11 races, and failed to qualify in 4.
His results in F1 arguably didn’t show his potential as his results at the Great Race clearly did.

2. Which driver has won the most Australian Superkart titles?
The most successful & cross-class driver has been Brian Stockman who has won eight titles across four
classes. 2 x 80cc, 1 x 125cc, 2 x 250cc single & 3 x 250cc international.
3. Who was the first Australian to win the World Superbike Championship?
Troy Corser. He won the title in 1996 riding a Ducati, becoming the series' youngest champion.
He won the championship again in 2005 on a Suzuki.
4. How many Piston Cups did Doc Hudson win in the movie Cars?
Doc won three consecutive Piston Cups (1951/1952/1953). His career, however, came to an unexpected
end after a horrifying crash on the track during the final lap of the 1954 Fireball Beach 500, putting him
out for the season. The story closely parallels the fate of Herb Thomas, NASCAR's 1951 and 1953
champion. Upon his return, Doc discovered that racing had moved on without him, resulting in him being
replaced by a hotshot rookie. Pretty cool movie.
5. Who won the first Canberra 400 round of the V8 Supercars championship?
Steven Richards. The inaugural race in 2000 saw Greg Murphy win for Gibson Motorsport. His teammate Steven Richards would eventually win the round, despite not winning any of the three races. The
event introduced a full reverse grid race to the category for the first time, with the results of race 1 being
reversed to form the grid for race 2. The inaugural reverse grid race on Saturday was won by Todd Kelly,
his first race win in the series, and the first for the Holden Young Lions team. Craig Lowndes won the
double-points Sunday race ahead of his teammate Mark Skaife. 2001 saw Steven Johnson for Dick
Johnson Racing take his first ever round win.[3] The final running of the event in 2002 was won by Mark
Skaife - the designer of the track layout itself. The round win was Skaife's fifth round win out of five to
start the 2002 season.

Australian American Racing still supplying Dunlop and Maxxis Kart Tyres for Superkart classes in 5"
and 6" sizes, plenty of stock available.
Contact us through FB Australian American Racing or australianamericanracing@gmail,com to
order and arrange collections.

Advertise your
Business Here
Club Member Rates:
• ¼ Page Ad $10/Month
• ½ Page Ad $20/Month
• Full Page Ad $30/Month
Non-Club Member Rates:
• ¼ Page Ad $20/Month
• ½ Page Ad $40/Month
• Full Page Ad $60/Month
Contact us at Qldsuperkat01@gmail.com

Contact QLD Superkart Club

Search @QLDSuperkart on your favourite Social Media
If you would like to advertise your business in our newsletter, get in touch
witus via email at

qldsuperkart01@gmail.com

